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ABSTRACT
A deterministic annealing algorithm for the design of tiedmixture HMM recognizers is proposed, which reduces the
training sensitivity to parameter initialization, automatically
smoothes the classification error cost function to allow gradientbased optimization, and seeks better solutions than known
techniques. The new approach introduces randomness into the
classification rule during the training process, and minimizes the
expected error rate while controlling the level of randomness via
a constraint on the Shannon entropy. As the entropy constraint is
gradually relaxed, the effective cost function converges to the
classification error rate and the system becomes a hard (nonrandom) recognizer. Experiments show that the proposed
method outperforms design by maximum likelihood reestimation and by generalized probabilistic descent.

1. INTRODUCTION
Tied-mixture Hidden Markov Modeling (TMHMM) [1][2] is
recognized as a useful complexity reduction technique for
robust speech recognition, mainly due to its ability to maintain
modeling accuracy of large-mixture probability density
functions (pdfs) at moderate complexity, by enforcing pdf
sharing. However, the large number of additional mixing
coefficients that TMHMM introduces, along with the universal
set (or codebook) of pdfs, presents a new design challenge.
While the conventional expectation-maximization (EM)
algorithms [1] seem satisfactory in speed and performance, they
tend to converge to suboptimal solutions and strongly sensitive
to parameter initialization [2]. This motivates the search for
more robust training methods to exploit the true potential of
TMHMM.
Another important concern is the training criterion. While the
natural speech recognition objective is minimum classification
error (MCE), HMM design has been traditionally approached
via maximum likelihood (ML) which, although mismatched
with MCE and hence suboptimal, circumvents the difficulties
due to the piecewise-constant MCE cost function that resists
direct attacks by gradient-based optimization methods.
Recently, there appeared several new MCE techniques, notably
the generalized probabilistic descent (GPD) approach (see
review in [3]), which smooth the classification error cost
function and jointly optimize all HMM parameters via gradient
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descent. These methods target the true design cost and thereby
offer the potential for significant performance gains over ML.
However, the smoothed MCE cost surface is riddled with
shallow local minima that easily trap local descent methods, and
may substantially compromise performance.
A natural approach to tackle the above difficulties is to
introduce powerful optimization tools into the training
procedure. The deterministic annealing (DA) algorithm has been
shown to be an effective optimization tool for similar tasks [4].
Derived from fundamental principles of statistical physics and
information theory, DA was first proposed for clustering and
related problems [5][6], and later applied to pattern classifiers
[7], source coding systems [8], regression functions [9], etc.
Most recently, DA has been successfully applied in the design
of discrete observation HMM (DHMM) [10][11] and continuous
density HMM (CHMM) recognizers [12], and was shown to
substantially outperform both ML-based EM algorithm and
MCE-based GPD algorithm.
In this paper, we propose a new DA-based training algorithm to
design recognizers based on TMHMM, which can substantially
reduce the training sensitivity to parameter initialization,
automatically smooth the MCE cost function, and find better
solutions than existing techniques. To achieve these goals, the
standard DA procedure is adjusted to the design of TMHMM,
particularly to account for the mixing coefficients and universal
pdfs. Fast forward-backward algorithm is further developed to
reduce the computational complexity. Experimental results on
the E-set show that the MCE-based DA algorithm outperforms
both the ML-based EM and MCE-based GPD algorithms, and
that the sensitivity to parameter initialization is substantially
reduced by DA.

2. DETERMINISTIC ANNEALING FOR
DISCRIMINATIVE TMHMM TRAINING
A. Deterministic vs. stochastic annealing
Annealing is a process where a physical system is gradually
cooled, starting at a sufficiently high temperature, while
maintaining the system in thermal equilibrium at all
intermediate temperatures. Recent years have seen several
powerful optimization algorithms that exploit the analogy
between optimization and the physical process of annealing,
including the popular method of stochastic annealing (SA) or
simulated annealing [13]. SA simulates the random evolution of
a physical system and reaches equilibrium as the steady-state
distribution over states of a corresponding Markov chain. If the
annealing schedule is sufficiently slow, SA can be shown to
asymptotically converge in probability to the set of globally
optimal solutions.

DA is also based on the annealing process, albeit in a much
different way. Instead of simulating the exact stochastic
evolution of the system, DA efficiently employs expectation.
Specifically, it determines the effective distribution over the
states of the system at each temperature and optimizes the
expected value of the cost function (the free energy in the
physical analogy). Thus, DA does not generate a stochastic
process that evolves via numerous “moves” (modification of
system parameters) per temperature in order to reach thermal
equilibrium as in SA. Rather, it directly optimizes the free
energy for each specific temperature, which is in fact the
thermodynamic quantity minimized stochastically by SA. DA
may hence be viewed as a deterministic relative of SA.
Although DA offers no guarantee of finding the global
optimum, it does inherit from the annealing process an ability to
effectively avoid many local minima.
B. Problem statement

The traditional “best path” classification rule is

C ( xi ) = arg max d j ( xi ).
j

{ }

An MCE design method optimizes the HMM parameters Λ j

so as to minimize the misclassification rate measured over the
training set, i.e.,

1 L


min  Pe = 1 − ∑ δ( C ( xi ), ci ) ,
{Λ j }
L i=1

where

(1)

δ is the Kronecker delta function:

1, if u = v
δ( u , v ) = 
 0, otherwise.

belongs to the finite-size dictionary C = {c1 , c2 ,L , c N }. Without

An immediate difficulty with MCE-based training is due to the
piecewise constant nature of (1), which does not lend itself to
gradient-based optimization. The ML approach circumvents this
problem by substituting the true cost function with a suboptimal design objective. GPD and other MCE algorithms
smooth the MCE cost function to allow descent-based
optimization, but still suffer from the poor local optima
problem.

loss of generality, we assume that the recognizer has N models,
{ H j , j = 1,2,L , N }, one per word in dictionary C. Each HMM

C. Discriminative HMM training by deterministic annealing

Let the HMM-based speech recognizer be trained from the
labeled training set T = {( x1 ( t ), c1 ), ( x2 ( t ), c2 ),L , ( xL ( t ), cL )},
where xi

(t ) represents

li

p-dimensional sequential feature

vectors extracted from a speech sample of class

Hj

ci ,

which

(

is fully specified by the parameter set Λ j = Aj , B j , Π

where A j

specifies the state transition probabilities,

j

),

Bj

contains the state-conditional emission distributions, and Π

j

specifies the initial state probabilities. For concreteness we
further assume that the recognizer employs the “best path”
discriminant. The approach can be similarly derived for the case
where the discriminant is computed by likelihood averaging
over all paths in the HMM.

xi ( t ) and model H j , the normalized logarithm of
the joint probability (“path score”) of observation xi ( t ) for a

DA offers means to avoid many poor local optima while
implementing a theoretically motivated form of cost smoothing.
To achieve this goal, three fundamental principles are
employed: a) Introduce randomness in the recognition rule
during the training process; b) Minimize the expected error rate
of the random recognizer while controlling the level of
randomness via a constraint on the Shannon entropy; and c)
Gradually relax the entropy constraint so that the effective cost
converges to standard MCE at the limit of zero entropy (nonrandom classification).

For sample

Principle I: The randomized “soft” recognizer

sequence of states s ≡ ( s (1), s ( 2 ),L , s ( li )) in the trellis of

Randomness is introduced into the recognition rule during the
training process, and the “best-path” (“hard”) recognizer is
replaced by a “soft” recognizer. Instead of assigning training

H j is defined as

sample

li − 1


(
)
log
Π
[
s
1
]
+
log Aj [s( t ), s( t + 1)]
∑
j

1
.
t= 1
l ( xi , s, H j ) =  l

li  i

+ ∑ log B j [s ( t ), xi (t )]
 t = 1


The discriminant is computed by maximizing the score over all
paths:

d j ( xi ) = max l ( xi , s, H j ) ,
( )

s∈ S li H j

( )

where Sl H j is the set of all state sequences of length li in the
i
trellis of H j .

xi

to a unique winning state sequence in the trellis of

model H j , the randomized rule associates it with every state

(

)

sequence s with probability p s, H j xi , which is the Gibbs
distribution

(

)

p s , H j xi =

e

(

γ⋅l x i , H j , s

,

N

∑ ∑

)

e

γ⋅l ( x i , H k , s )

k = 1 s∈ H k

where γ is a parameter that controls the fuzziness of the
distribution. When γ = 0 , the distribution over paths is
uniform and the recognizer is extremely random (i.e. the
recognition rate for training set is 1/N). For a higher value of
γ, the randomized recognizer assign the paths of higher log
probabilities with higher path scores. In the extreme case of

γ→ ∞

, the random recognizer becomes a non-random “best
path” recognizer. Note that the random recognizer is only used
during training, and the actual resulting system is of course nonrandom.

T = Tinit
γ= γinit

Principle II: Minimization of the effective cost function

Gradient-based optimization
of HMM parameters & γ for

While the recognizer is random we consider the expected error
rate criterion given by

Pe = 1 −


1 L N 
δ( C ( xi ), ci )⋅ ∑ p s, H j xi  (2)
∑
∑
L i = 1 j = 1 
s∈ H j


(

Note that when
rate

Pe

min { F ≡ Pe − TH

γ→ ∞

,

Pe

)

Pe

was also

H=−

1
∑
L i

∑ ∑( P)(s, H
j s∈ S li H j

j

)

(

xi log P s, H j xi

) (3)

The constrained optimization problem is equivalently expressed
as the minimization of the unconstrained Lagrangian cost
function:

min { F ≡ Pe − TH

{Λ j },γ

},

(4)

where F is the effective cost function and T is the Lagrange
multiplier which is referred to as the “temperature” to allude the
interesting analogy to statistical physics, while F is equivalent to
the Helmholtz free energy of a thermodynamic system. The
optimization of (4) is analogous to achieving thermal
equilibrium at the given T. When T → 0 , the optimization
reduces to the unconstrained minimization of

Pe

. The

gradual reduction of is important to avoid shallow local minima
on the cost function surface.
Principle III: Annealing process
The DA-based HMM training process is described in the flow
diagram of Figure 1. The system starts at high temperature T
and high randomness (low γ), and gradually decreases T in
analogy to physical annealing. At each intermediate
temperature, F is minimized via gradient-based optimization of
the HMM parameters and γ. As the temperature decreases, γ
naturally increases and reduces both the randomness of
recognizer (i.e., the Shannon entropy H). Hence, the distribution
becomes more discriminating and, ultimately, only the most
likely path is assigned a non-zero probability. The resulting
recognizer is therefore a normal, non-random “best-path”
recognizer.
In practice, it is convenient to accelerate the final elimination of
randomness via a quenching phase as shown in Figure 1: During

(α

< 1)

Quenching
HMM parameters

subject to a constraint on the level of randomness that will

enable us to introduce annealing as will be discussed below. The
randomness is measured by the (conditional) Shannon entropy

T < α ⋅T

Yes

smoothed by randomization, and direct gradient-based
optimization of (2) is possible though highly susceptible to
shallow local minimum traps. Instead, we propose to minimize

Pe

No

T ≤ Tend

becomes the standard error

of (1). As the piecewise function

}

{Λ j },γ

Figure 1. DA procedure for HMMM training

γ is upperbound by γmax . When T is

the main DA procedure,

sufficiently small, we optimize the HMM parameters while
increasing γgradually to a high value, and finally convert the
random recognizer into a non-random “best-path” recognizer.
D. The DA update equations
From (2), (3) and (4), we have

F ≡ Pe − TH = 1 +

∑ ∑ ( p)(s, H

1
∑
L i

j s∈ S l i H j

j

xi

)

 



γ⋅l ( x , s ′, H )
⋅ T γ⋅l ( xi , s, H j )− log ∑
e i j ′  − δ( j, ci ) .
∑
 j ′ s′∈ S ( H ′)

li
j
 



The gradient descent algorithm utilizes the following partial
derivatives:
∂F γ
= ∑
∂λk L i

 ∂l ( x , s, H )
∑ ∑( p)(s, H x )⋅  ∂λ −

∂F 1
= ∑
∂γ L i

∑ ∑( p)(s, H x )⋅[l ( x , s, H )− l ( x ) ]⋅ f ( x , s, H )

i

j s∈ S li H j

j

i

j

j s∈ Sli H j

j



k

i

i

j

∂l ( xi )
∂λk

i


 ⋅ f ( xi , s, H j )

i

j

where

f ( xi , s, H j ) = Tγ⋅l ( xi , s, H j ) − δ( j, ci )
∂l ( xi )
=
∂λk

l ( xi ) =

∑ ∑(

j s∈ Sli H j

)

p ( s, H k xi )⋅

∑ ∑( p)(s, H
j s∈ S l i H j

k

∂l ( xi , s, H k )
∂λk

xi )⋅l ( xi , s, H k )

In practice, we optimize γ by line-search. While the above
allows for easy interpretation of the update rule, it is convenient
for implementation to rewrite the derivative with respect to
TMHMM parameters as

∂F γ
= ∑ {Tγ⋅ I ` ( xi , k ) + I 2 ( xi , k )[I 4 ( xi , ci ) − δ( ci , k ) − Tγ⋅ I 3 ( xi )]}
∂λk L i

where

I 1 ( xi , k ) =
I 2 ( xi , k ) =

I 3 ( xi ) =

∑ ∑(

j s∈ S li H j

∑ ∑(

j s∈ S li H j

)

)

) ∂l ( x∂,λs, H ) ⋅l ( x , s, H )

(

p s, H j x i ⋅

i

j

i

j

k

) ∂l ( x∂,λs, H )

(

p s, H j xi ⋅

i

j

k

∑ ∑( p)(s, H x )⋅l ( x , s, H )
j

j s∈ S li H j

I 4 ( xi , ci ) =

i

i

i

TMHMM training has long been a challenging task due to its
complex structure (relative to standard CHMM). In this paper, a
deterministic annealing (DA) algorithm was proposed for
TMHMM training which substantially reduces the training
sensitivity to parameter initialization, automatically smoothes
the MCE cost function, and finds better solutions than GPD.
Preliminary experiments on the E-set show that DA does offer
improvement over ML-EM and MCE-GPD. Future work will
expand on the potential of DA and in particular will address the
problem of Gaussian selection.

j
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